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Myth 1 – Classroom learning is superior 
to distance learning.

Reality: The quality of classroom 
learning is largely unmeasured, unknown, 
and varies widely based on class size and 
professorial skill. Just as there is good and 
bad classroom instruction, there is good and 
bad distance learning. Nevertheless, there is 
a large and growing body of evidence (www.
nosignifi cantdifference.org) that generally 
there is no signifi cant difference between 
classroom instruction and distance 
learning. This isn’t surprising given that 
distance learning at traditional institutions 
often is simply delivering the classroom 
course with the aid of technology — same 
course, same results. 

The real question should not be 
whether distance learning can be as good 

as classroom learning, but rather whether 
technology can provide even higher quality 
instruction. The potential is there, and 
beginning to be realized. Knowing that 
students come to education with different 
levels of knowledge, and learn at different 
rates, technology allows instruction to be 
individualized, provides open entry/exit, 
and adapts to the knowledge and learning 
style of the student. Classroom learning 
often refl ects the opposite of what we 
know about successful learning: it is largely 
passive, linear instruction, which assumes 
all students need to know the same thing, 
that they learn at the same rate, and that 
the ideal unit of instruction is a four–
month semester.

Myth 2 – Distance learning lacks 
important interaction with faculty and 
other students.

Reality:    Again, this depends on 
the course and the provider — many 
undergraduate classroom courses have 
100–300 students in an auditorium and 
provide very little interaction with faculty. 
Even with smaller classes, depending on 
the instructor, much of the instruction 
is lecture — based with limited time for 
questions and limited faculty offi ce hours 
available for student consultation. It is true 
that some distance learning courses are 
structured as independent study without 
faculty or student interaction, but there 
are other distance — delivered courses, 
particularly online, that have a high level of 
interaction built in, including team projects 
(with virtual teams), study groups, instant 
messaging, and threaded discussion groups. 
The evidence is that in well designed online 
learning, there is actually more collaboration 

A Close Look at Distance Learning
By Dr. Gerald A. Heeger 

In the aftermath of Malcolm Gladwell’s best seller, it is 
fashionable to speak of a “tipping point” when describing 
the moment a phenomenon becomes pervasive in a society. 
Americans love “tipping points,” especially if they experience 
the phenomenon just moments ahead of their neighbors and 
friends. By this defi nition, “distance learning” approaches a 
tipping point in America today.

• eArmyU, created in 2004, enables eligible 
members of the armed services 

to work toward college 
degrees and certifi cates 
“anytime, anywhere” at 

28 regionally accredited 
colleges and universities 

offering 145 certifi cate and 
degree programs.

• Last year in Maryland, 
the Board of Regents of the 

University System of Maryland — 
confronted with space limitations 

on campuses — mandated that all 
of its universities should encourage 
students to take at least 12 of their 
credits outside of the classroom, 
preferably online. 

• In Mississippi, an e–
learning center sponsored 
by Delta State University 
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and multimedia content at the push of a 
button. Students have on — demand access 
to archived class lectures and supplemental 
information for enhanced course 
understanding. 

“Digital video is playing a key role 
in shifting how students and faculty 
communicate with one another, access 
vital academic resources, and support 
an enriched learning environment,” said 
Marshall Allen, director, The OSU Institute 
for Teaching and Learning Excellence. 

Patient Examination “Instant Replays” 
Improve Medical Student Training 

Medical schools continually update 
their courses to teach the latest medical 
advances for diagnosing illnesses and 
treating patients. Many medical schools are 
also incorporating technology to provide an 
added dimension to traditional classroom 
and training sessions. In Toronto, the 
University Health Network’s Paul B. 
Helliwell Centre for Medical Education 
is expanding traditional classroom and 
standardized (simulated) patient exams 
by enabling students to record, replay, 
and critique these exams using video 
on demand. These new digital video 
applications provide additional methods 
of teaching students important nuances of 
high–quality patient care. 

“Gradcast” Provides Troops Overseas 
with Front-Row Seats at Graduation 

Samuel Clemens High School is 
committed to its students and its community. 
Nearly one – third of the students attending 
the San Antonio — area school are from 
Randolph Air Force Base and Fort Sam 
Houston Army Base. School offi cials 
recorded and posted the graduation video 
online in May — making this important 
student achievement available to friends 
and family across the globe, including 
Afghanistan and Belgium. 

Removing Distance Hurdles from 
Learning 

Today’s wired society enables students 
and teachers to obtain information 
instantly — sidestepping traditional barriers 
of time and distance. As we forge new global 
connections and always — on connectivity, 
digital video will transform how we learn, 
work, and interact. 

Henry Ford’s legacy began with the 
Model T and grew as he applied new 
technology to drive broader innovation. 
Similarly, today’s educators and students 
have the opportunity to use vast access to 
data and global collaboration to redefi ne 
how we approach business, science, 
education and the other critical pillars of 
modern society. 

Michael Baker is the Chair Emeritus, USDLA as well 
as an education and healthcare consultant.

• Do you feel comfortable voicing your 
opinion? While it’s possible to sit in the back 
of a traditional classroom and avoid active 
participation, online instructors expect you 
to contribute meaningful comments to the 
class discussion on a regular basis. Although 
this means that it’s a lot tougher to be 
invisible, many previously passive students 
discover the value of their own voices in the 
“anonymity” of an online classroom.

• What are your expectations about 
online courses? A well–done online course 
can be fun, stimulating, engaging, and a great 
learning experience, but rarely is it going to 
be easier than a classroom — based course. 
While online instructors expect a high level of 
participation and lots of hard work from their 
students, they also tend to reciprocate with 
high levels of responsiveness and engagement.

These questions should serve as a good 
place to start when considering pursuing 
online education. For a more personalized 
assessment, you may want to check out 
the eLearners Advisor (www.elearners.com/
advisor), which will give you comprehensive 
results on whether online learning is right 
for you, including feedback and suggestions 
about how you can be more successful as an 
online student, access to resources to help 
you, and assistance in fi nding an online 
degree that meets your needs.

Andrew Gansler is the CEO of eLearners.com., a 
leading search engine for locating and evaluating online 
courses and degrees.
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By H. Wells Singleton, Ph.D.

It is 6:30 a.m. and three professors board 
a fl ight that will land in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
where they will join counterparts from Gal-
lup University, an arm of the well known 
Gallup Organization.

At about the same time, another team of 
professors is landing in Washington, DC, on 
their way to an all–day meeting with Discov-
ery Education, one of the four divisions of 
Discovery Inc., located in Bethesda, Mary-
land. Later in the day, another team of fi ve 
professors will join a conference call with 
colleagues from two other universities and 
research organizations.

In all three cases, Nova Southeastern 
University (NSU) profes-
sors are linking with col-
leagues from e–learning 
corporations and other 
universities to forge new, 
collaborative relation-
ships. These multidisci-
plinary teams combine 
subject content and 
pedagogy specialists to 
develop customized in-
struction for new student 
populations in new learn-
ing environments. Un-
like the traditional class-
room requirement that 
every student, regardless 
of talent or experience, 
master the same content 
in the same order in a 
single timeframe, the 
new, customized educa-
tion model turns the old 
model upside down. Now 
the needs of the students 
drive the curriculum and 
the instruction.

In the Gallup Orga-
nization example, NSU 
professors and Gallup 
University professors are 
developing a new doctoral 
specialty in education to 
be offered fi rst to Gallup 
employees and later to 
Gallup education clients.

In the Discovery part-
nership, NSU professors 
are working with Discov-
ery professional develop-
ers to produce training 
videos for hundreds of 
teachers who use Dis-
covery video resources 
to develop new lessons 
for K–12 students. In the 
Science collaboration, 
science educators and 

space researchers are developing 
a comprehensive master’s degree 
aimed at space exploration. The 
degree will be offered online, 
worldwide. 

In each of these cases, students 
will have the ability to select from 
online, face–to–face, or a blended delivery 
format. Blended delivery provides a mixture 
of online and face–to–face instruction that 
can be modifi ed to meet student needs. Re-
gardless of format, the focus throughout is 
on introducing new knowledge, or repack-
aging existing knowledge in customized for-
mats that facilitate mastery of the subject.

Although customization in education 
is in its infancy, the day of one size fi ts all 

education is about to disappear. It will be re-
placed by a new delivery system that provides 
customized, instruction for clients who will 
receive learning modules that contain “pack-
ages” or “bundles” on an as–needed basis. 

For their part, professors are seeing a sea 
change in their role. Accustomed to pre-
senting to learners who must attend class 
at a specifi c time and place, the new wave 
of customized instruction will see educators 
serve as powerful facilitators providing in-

dividualized guidance to 
each student. In this new 
role, every instructor will 
be able to view anything, 
anywhere, at any time, on 
any screen.

The old Sunrise Se-
mester education mod-
el–designed to meet the 
needs of the industrial 
economy–is being re-
placed by the networked 
information education 
model. This new model 
provides the highly in-
teractive, on demand in-
formation that takes full 
advantage of the power 
and potential of online, 
customized education.

In the new educa-
tional environment, a 
consumer will be able 
to view almost anything 
pertaining to educa-
tion simply by flipping 
channels on a television 
set. The customized 
approach, moreover, 
creates a new and pow-
erful door for distance 
learning. On one side, 
the public will have free 
access to an extraordi-
nary range of informa-
tion. On the other, 
which will require pay-
ment (or pay per view), 
will be more detailed 
information on the pre-
cise topic the consumer 
was able to sample for 
free and adequate for a 
degree or certificate.

H. Wells Singleton is the dean of
The Fischler School of Education
and Human Services at Nova
Southeastern University.

The Changing Role of 
the Professoriate

By Marci Powell and Wesley Fryer

Distance learning opportunities are 
surprisingly diverse but share a predictable 
common denominator: technology’s trans-
formative power to enable learning interac-
tions that might otherwise be impossible for 
students and teachers alike.

For Dr. Cheri Toledo in the College 
of Education at Illinois State University, 
the opportunity to teach online has been 
personally transformative for over fi ve years. 
This summer, although she lives in Illinois, 
the online learning environment allowed her 
to teach from Louisville, Kentucky, where 
her husband was competing in the United 
States Transplant Games www.kidney.org/
transplantation/athletics), sponsored by the 
National Kidney Foundation. Conducting 
portions of her masters and doctoral level 
courses from Louisville allowed her to 
remain at her husband’s side. Without the 
opportunity to teach online, she would have 
had a diffi cult choice to make.

The transformative power of distance 
learning isn’t limited to higher education. 
It’s increasingly present in elementary and 
high school settings. El Paso, Texas, while 

having large populations on 
both sides of the U.S./Mexico 
border, is still somewhat 
isolated from other cities. 
Interactive videoconferencing 
technologies are bridging 
enormous distances for 
students and teachers in the 
El Paso Independent School 
District. Teachers on over 
eighty campuses are using 
portable videoconference units 
to interact with other students 
and teachers, across town and 
across the continent.

One district has found using 
desktop videoconferencing to 
be transforming in serving 
their home–based students. 
Clint Independent School 
District, outside of El Paso, 
keeps students who otherwise 
could not participate connected 
to their regular classrooms. 
Whether the student is dealing 
with a serious illness or temporary situation, 
parents, students and teachers alike are glad 
to have a way to stay connected. Following a 
car accident, a district in Oklahoma provided 
seamless education without interruption to 
a high school junior in a full body cast. In a 
traditional learning environment, this student 
would have graduated one or two semesters 
behind his normal schedule and classmates.

Distance learning’s cultural footprint 
is expanding. Many museums, zoos, sci-
ence centers, corporations and libraries of-
fer enrichment content programming for 
K–16 learners, allowing them to interact 
with content and content experts outside 
of the traditional learning environment. 
Through online, videoconferencing and vid-
eo streaming technologies students are able 
to connect beyond the walls of a classroom. 
They can visit with a NASA astronaut on 
the International Space Station or dive into 
math in Lake Michigan with a diver from 
the Aquatic Research Interactive. Learners 
can travel virtually anywhere, shifting time 
and place as they wish.

Corporations like Eli Lilly, Coca Cola, and 
Lockheed Martin are providing workplace 
relevance and real–world applications in 
ways not traditionally available. A recent 
example involved middle school students 
in Paris, Texas. They read Flight 93 Is Down. 
Refl ection on the book’s content inspired 
countless questions. The students wanted 
to know how companies react to a fl ight 
disaster and how they use data gathered from 
a crash sight to implement improvements 
and preventive measures. Through a video 
conference connection to Lockheed Martin, 
students were able to explore those questions 
by interacting with research engineers who 
have real experience doing just that.

The likelihood of American students going 
to exotic or distant places like Petra, Rwanda, 
or Mozambique is not high, particularly for 
inner city students. But, through organizations 
like the Global Nomads Group or Empower 
Peace, distance learning technologies are 
allowing students to experience these places. 
Both of these groups have connected U.S. 
classrooms to students and remote locations 
worldwide through two–way interactive 
videoconferencing and video streaming 
technologies. Students in Iraq and Bosnia have 
been amazed at the mutual understanding 
gained by “visiting” with American students. 
Peering down on a great temple in Petra via 
satellite video conferencing technologies 
provided a much richer personal experience 
than one can get from an Indiana Jones movie. 
Students can gain cultural understanding 
from reading a book but not like they do 
when interacting with their peers around the 
world.

While policymakers may put faith in 
curriculum standards and mandated testing 
to improve educational outcomes, it is the 
conversations we have and our students 
have which stand the greatest chance of 
actually changing our perceptions about each 
other, about ourselves, and about the world 
in which we all live. Increasingly, distance 
learning technologies are being used to not 
merely access information and content, 
but to initiate interactive conversations 
that transcend time and space. As high 
speed connections to the Internet grow, the 
potential for these technologies to transform 
21st century teaching will accelerate.

Marci Powell and Wesley Fryer are Directors of 
Education Advocacy for AT&T. Wesley’s blog and 
podcast about educational technology, “Moving 
at the Speed of Creativity,” is available on 
www.speedofcreativity.org.

Transforming Learning 
and Transforming Lives
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and interaction than is usually found on campus. In particular, 
professors report that it is more work to teach online, because they 
have more interaction with students (via e–mail and phone). 

Myth 3 – Distance learning works well for some subjects/
degrees but not for others.

Reality: This may still be true in limited areas, like laboratory 
science or engineering which 
require expensive equipment, but as 
technology advances it is less and less 
true.

In fact, much of the science 
and engineering being done in the 
world is now done via computer 
simulations, often among workers 
at a distance, so increasingly online 
learning resembles the workplace 
more than classroom learning. 
There are now high quality distance 
—  delivered programs in most areas, 
including teacher education (Western 
Governors University/WGU), nursing 
(Excelsior), and even Ph.D. programs 
(Capella). 

Myth 4 – Distance learning 
works well only for certain types 
of students.

Reality: Distance learning today 
includes every imaginable kind 
of student. It cuts across all age 
groups, ethnicities, degree levels, 
and geographies. It’s providing 

unprecedented access to education by allowing students to learn at 
places and times convenient to them. It provides huge advantages 
for working adults who can’t fi t traditional classroom schedules 
into work and family life. It has signifi cant advantages for minority 
students because computers don’t discriminate, and students engage 
more with ideas than with personal characteristics. Students who 
may be very quiet in a classroom may be very participatory online 
given the time to thoughtfully respond to questions.

Education is no longer a one–time event from ages 18–24 which 
serves us the rest of our lives.

We are becoming a nation of lifelong learners to remain 
competitive in the workplace and in the world. Distance learning 
is key to lifelong learning. Today, there are perhaps one million 
courses available online. More important, a great deal of the world’s 
knowledge is available only to those who know how to fi nd it online 
and to discriminate factual information from opinion. This skill, 
learning to learn online, will be a key life skill in the future. 

Myth 5 – Employers don’t value online degrees or courses as 
highly as classroom instruction.

Reality: While some employers still discount the value of online 
learning, this is rapidly changing as more and more corporations 
turn to online learning for their own internal training. Research 
from Eduventures shows that 62% of employers believe online 
learning is equal to or better than classroom–based learning. Many 
employers have come to value the traits exhibited by holders of 
distance degrees: maturity, initiative, self — discipline and strong 
goal orientation. Generally, corporate tuition reimbursement 
programs treat all accredited programs equally, whether distance 
— delivered or not. 

Myth 6 – It is diffi cult to measure learning at a distance, 
because you can’t be sure how much time people are 
spending or who is really doing the work. 

Reality: Our traditional classroom system is based on having 
students spend a certain amount of time in the classroom. Measures 
of learning are credit hours or clock hours.

As a result, we tend to feel like we have lost something if we can’t 
measure the time students are investing in their course work. The 
truth is that even in traditional education, attendance is often not 
taken and students may or may not be in class. Ultimately, if they pass 
the test we assume they put in the time. Distance learning mirrors that 
system, awarding credit hours when students complete the assigned 
work, and generally not trying to measure time.

Cheating is a signifi cant problem on campuses today, and cer-
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tainly is a challenge for distance learning. There are different ap-
proaches to resolving it. At WGU, students are required to take 
exams in secure, proctored testing centers. All writing assignments 
are checked for plagiarism. Many students have an oral defense (via 
telephone) of their capstone project. Ideally, distance learning will 
help move all of higher education to better measures of learning 
— what students know and can do — rather than focusing on mea-
suring time. 

Myth 7 – Distance learning is a quick and easy way to get a 
degree.

Reality: A  few unscrupulous “diploma mills” have damaged 
distance learning’s reputation. These programs were never accredited, 
and do not refl ect the generally high quality of distance learning 
degrees. Students may be able to earn a degree more quickly in some 
distance learning programs, not because less work is required, but 
because they are able to move at their own pace. Generally, though, 
the evidence is that students take longer, read more, write more and 
do more research than a classroom student (they obviously sit in a 
classroom for less time, leaving more time for these other activities).

Myth 8 – Online learning diminishes the teacher’s 
importance.
Reality: As mentioned 
above, much of today’s 
distance learning is sim-
ply delivering classroom 
instruction via technol-
ogy. In such cases, the 
faculty role doesn’t 
change much, except 
that faculty report it 
is even more work to 
teach online because 
students expect more 
responsiveness and in-
teraction via e–mail. 
In redesigned distance 
learning that takes ad-
vantage of the technol-
ogy, the faculty role is 
generally different, but 
often enhanced and 
even more important. 
Online learning can 
free faculty to do what 
is uniquely human 
— rather than deliver 
all of the instruction, 
faculty can have more 
time to interact person-
ally with students, to 
mentor, advise, review 
individual work, and 
answer questions. 

Myth 9 – Distance 
learning is less 
expensive to provide 
than traditional 
education.
Reality: In most cases, 
distance education costs 
are comparable or slight-
ly more than classroom 
instruction. Institutions 
that have built success-
ful, scalable, high qual-
ity online programs have 
found that the costs of 

faculty, course devel-
opment and mainte-
nance, assessment, 
and especially student 
services and system 
support are signifi -
cant. Additionally, the 
purely online institu-
tions are primarily 
for–profi t and self–
sustaining on tuition, 
whereas traditional 
public education is 
heavily subsidized by 
state funds. Distance 
programs offered by 
public institutions are 
often priced the same as classroom instruction, or even at higher out–
of–state tuition rates. Because of these factors, the cost to the student 
of distance education is often equal to or more than classroom educa-
tion, although the underlying actual costs may be less. 
Certainly technology has the potential to signifi cantly lower the cost of 
higher education as it has improved productivity in so many other seg-
ments of society. The National Center for Academic Transformation 

(www.center.rpi.edu) has 
demonstrated with 30 
different institutions that 
undergraduate courses 
re–designed for technol-
ogy delivery, resulted in 
an average 37% cost re-
duction, with signifi cant 
increases in most cases 
of both student learning 
and retention. 

Myth 10 – Distance 
learning will make 
traditional classroom 
– based education 
obsolete. 
Reality: While distance 
education provides ad-
vantages of access, and 
potentially cost and qual-
ity advantages, our tradi-
tional education institu-
tions provide important 
functions not replicated 
by distance learning. 
Particularly for young 
adults, our colleges and 
universities provide an 
important socialization 
function, which includes 
residential living, univer-
sity athletics and social 
events. Our universities 
also play an important 
role in research, service, 
and even medical ser-
vices. While distance 
learning is an important 
alternative in higher 
education, it does not 
replace the signifi cant 
contributions of our tra-
ditional institutions.

Dr. Robert Mendenhall is the 
president of Western Governors 
University. 
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a disadvantage compared to their urban 
and suburban counterparts. 

The Imperial County Offi ce of 
Education (ICOE) decided to deploy 
video conferencing to deliver world–class 
education and professional development 
opportunities to its students and faculty. 
They knew video conferencing could 
bridge geographic gaps for students 
and make professional education for 
teachers — a requirement for instructor 
recertifi cation — more attainable. 

Through government grants and a 
number of community partnerships, the 
ICOE was able to put the infrastructure 
and equipment to work. 

High school students recently 
completed a unit on the Holocaust 
that included a virtual fi eld trip to The 
Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles. 
They connected live with a survivor 
of the Holocaust — an experience not 
possible with a textbook. 

A French club connected students 
through video to the French Language 
Institute in Paris. After 12 weeks, the 
students received one unit’s credit in 
conversational French.

The administration and faculty in 
Imperial County have saved substantial 
travel time and money on meetings, guest lecturers and professional 
development programs. On one statewide superintendents meeting 
alone, the ICOE conservatively estimates the savings in travel and 

time away from work to be $18,000. 
In the Midwest, Cooperating School Districts (CSD) of Greater 

St. Louis caters to 61 public school districts and more than 300,000 
students in the metropolitan area. 

Through CSD’s video communications network, students in rural 
Missouri can enroll in classes at community colleges hundreds of miles 
away, putting them on equal footing with their peers when they enter 
college. Inner–city kids learn from experts as far away as Switzerland 
and visit cultural institutions throughout the United States.

Video collaboration is crucial to equalizing educational 
opportunities. For example, a typical class to prepare students for 
the ACT standardized college entrance exam costs $700 per student, 
prohibitively expensive for many inner–city and rural families. By 
delivering the class over video, and spreading the cost between 61 
cooperating school districts, CSD has reduced the cost to just $125 
per student.

Examples like these make it clear that access to content is 
imperative to leveraging the distance and blended learning 
experience for students. Content is accessible and there are 
organizations in place to help schools fi nd it. 

The Berrien County Intermediate School District in Michigan 
recently partnered with Polycom to offer educators worldwide a free 
searchable database to tap into educational content for distance 
learning. With access to more than 1,500 content providers, the 
database is updated daily with opportunities from organizations 
including Global Nomads Group, the Museum of Television 
and Radio, Cleveland Institute of Music, COSI – Columbus, COSI 
– Toledo, Globe Theater, Manhattan School of Music, and the 
Smithsonian American Art Museum. 

Tight fi nancial constraints are the norm for many school districts. 
However, schools have access to grants available for investment in 
technology in education. Programs like Polycom’s Grant Assistance 
Program (PGAP), offer a free service to assist schools in fi nding 
and applying for grants, as well as free membership in distance 
learning associations throughout the world. Taking advantage of 
grant monies available for technology is the fi rst step schools can 
take for future success. 

Russ Colbert is an active Board Member of USDLA with responsibility for the Global 
Affi liate Chapters Program and Global Education Market Director for Polycom Inc., 
a worldwide leader in unifi ed collaborative communications (UCC).

is making college–preparatory courses 
available to students in high schools which 
couldn’t otherwise offer them. 

• American high school and college 
students are signing up for online tutorials 
in mathematics and science being offered 
by an educational service that draws on 
academics thousands of miles away in 
India.

• The Washington Post reported in May 
that “Online degree programs take off in 
the United States” with expectations of 
1.775 million college and university students 
enrolled in online programs by 2007.

“Tipping points,” “silver bullets,” and 
“paradigm shifts” are all fascinating to cul-
tural observers. In an era marked by rapidly 
escalating education costs and increasing 
social complexity, it isn’t surprising that 
“distance learning” would become a perva-
sive topic of our time.

The origin of distance learning in the 
U.S. dates to 1881.

The topic is actually not a new one. 
According to Michael Grahame Moore 
of The Pennsylvania State University, the 
origin of distance learning in the United 
States is generally traced to the founding 
of the Chautauqua Correspondence 
College in 1881. It entered our university 
system through the establishment of an 

“extension” division in the then new 
University of Chicago in 1892. Home 
study schools, the military’s interest in 
correspondence education, and the “new” 
technologies of radio and television fueled 
the phenomenon through the larger part of 
the twentieth century.

Yet, for all of that history, distance 
learning never appeared to achieve much 
traction in the United States despite a 
majority of public universities, especially, 

offering such programs. With the exception 
of the for–profi t University of Phoenix, 
all of the “mega–universities” delivering 
education via technologies such as television, 
satellite, and the Internet are elsewhere — in 
China, India, Indonesia, Turkey, and the 
United Kingdom, to name but a few. Here, 
distance learning was marginalized.

Societal complexity, technological 
simplicity.

What has changed to make distance 
learning so relevant now? The technology 
has changed. Society has become more 
complex. Government policy is beginning 
to allow more innovation in the process. 
Growing consumer demand for education 
alternatives that can adapt to the pace 
of contemporary life are bending higher 
education institutions.

Technology has always driven change 
in distance learning. If “distance learning” 
is broadly defi ned as a process in which 
teaching transcends geography, it stands to 
reason that the medium by which content is 
communicated to the student would shape 
the organization of the content and defi ne 
the interactions with the student. 

 As Moore notes, every modality of com-
munication used–mail, radio, television, news-
paper, audio conferencing, satellite videocon-
ferencing, e–mail, and today’s web–based 
systems — has shared a common pedagogi-
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By Andrew Gansler

Online courses can be a terrifi c way to 
both pick up the education you need and 
still be able to work, parent, or juggle the 
many commitments that defi ne most adult 
lives. But is it right for you?

One way to fi nd out is to think through 
some of the issues you may confront as an 
online student. eLearners.com®, a leading 
resource for connecting students with online 
education, has studied the characteristics 
that defi ne successful online learners.

• How important is face–to–face 
interaction with your teacher and classmates? 
Some students fi nd that they learn better in 
the social dynamic of a physical classroom, 
and for them, a campus–based course 
is a wiser choice. Many others, however, 
fi nd that they are comfortable learning 
independently, or enjoy the genuine, though 
virtual, camaraderie that develops among 
online students. These are the students who 
thrive while learning online

• How good are your computer skills? 
The best–case is that you’re comfortable 
using word–processing software and the 
major Internet browsers, and you easily 
share information electronically. This will 
often include zipping and uploading fi les, 
unzipping and downloading fi les, and 
dealing with attachments. Although many 
online students are able to fi x technology 
issues on their own, most online providers 
assume students may need a bit of coaching 
when learning new computer skills. The key 
for students is to not become frustrated by 
occasional technology glitches or challenges.

• How willing are you to ask for help 
when you need it? In a classroom–based 
course, your instructor can usually recognize 

when students understand a lesson by 
simply reading their facial expressions. In 
an online course, it’s necessary for you to 
let your teacher know immediately when 
something is confusing or needs further 
clarifi cation — otherwise you can quickly 
lose your forward progress. It’s important 
that you’re able to ask for the help you 
need, as soon as you need it.

• How much time can you devote to 
your course work? Most online students fi nd 
that committing at least twelve hours a week 
to course work and study time works best. 
Although some online learners can succeed 
with an average of eight to ten hours a week, 
these are usually individuals who have 
taken a number of online courses and have 
learned how to maximize the effectiveness 
of every hour spent 

• How good are you at organizing and 
managing your time? Online learning works 
best for those who are well–organized, self–
motivated, and able to manage their time 
well. If these skills don’t come naturally 
to you, you can still succeed as an online 
student, but you might want to pick up a 
few books on how to improve these skill 
areas as part of your learning plan.

• How do you handle project deadlines? 
Part of managing your time well is 
developing and following an action plan for 
completing your assignments. You’ll need 
to set a realistic timeline that refl ects both 
the amount of work to be done and the 
time you have available to complete it. Most 
of us procrastinate some of the time; the 
important thing is that “deadline pressure” 
isn’t your primary means for completing 
assignments on a regular basis.

• Do you enjoy (and are you good at) 
reading and writing? Online courses are 

based on students’ ability to read, refl ect, 
analyze, and write. Assignments will include 
writing about course lectures, assigned articles 
and research materials. You’ll be asked to 
provide written comments about classmates’ 
comments and contributions. Test questions 
will often require essay–length answers. In 
addition, you’ll have online “conversations” 
with your teacher, your classmates, and 
your virtual project team members. Since 
generally all communication is written, the 
stronger your skills in this area, the better off 
you’ll be.

Is Online Learning Right for You?
Certain personal traits predict success online

cal emphasis on carefully constructed “les-
sons,” organized to guide the student as 
he or she confronted the material at some 
geographical distance from the teacher. 

While, more often than not, the student 
may be studying in the private quiet of a 
residence, that does not mean the student is 
isolated. Current distance learning students 
frequently speak of the strong relationships 
which develop within their “cohorts,” “study 
groups,” and “learning communities.”

Added to this is the computer’s simple 
ubiquity in our personal and professional 
lives. Once a “geekish” accessory, today’s 
typical American has countless daily 
interactions with a computer. 

Isolation ends, interaction begins.
In the early days of distance learning, 

it was truly about distance. College and 
university campuses were scattered and often 
isolated from major population centers. 
Whole sections of states were days removed 
from higher education opportunities in 
terms of travel time. Today, the number and 
distribution of education institutions have 
surged and remarkably few people are truly 
isolated from a campus, branch campus or 
instructional site of a college or university. 
Nonetheless, distance learning thrives. 

Perhaps the name itself is inaccurate 
today and “accessible learning” would better 
describe it. In truth, the issue it confronts 
is not simply distance but the increasing 
complexity and compression of modern life 
itself. The two–income family, the demands 
of over–scheduled childhoods, long hours 
at work, the lengthening commute — all 
contribute to the struggle of Americans to 
“fi t everything in.” At the same moment, 
the disappearance of jobs and careers which 
require only a high school education, the 
wage stagnation of the lower middle class, 
the demand for ever more complex skill–
sets, and the demand for more and more 
credentials to compete in the job market 
make a college education a basic necessity 
for achieving and maintaining a middle–
class life style. The threat is no longer 
geographical isolation; it is exclusion from 
the security of the middle class.

Government awakens to the promise of 
distance learning.

Neither technology nor the social and 
economic needs of the new learner would 
be suffi cient to “tip” distance learning into 
the mainstream by themselves, however. 
Organizations historically lag behind 
the needs of the individuals for whom 

they are designed. Government policies 
historically lag behind the needs of the 
citizens they seek to serve. Universities 
and the educational policies of the federal 
and state governments are no exception. 
Gradually, painfully, both are changing, 
and the changes will expand further the 
promise and potential of distance learning. 
States, especially, continue to wrestle with 
how involved they should be in regulating 
higher education institutions which their 
citizens “attend” via distance learning. If 
the institution has no physical presence in 
their state, what is the state’s appropriate 
regulatory role? Currently, there are as 
many answers as there are states.

A challenge to America’s universities.
The greatest challenge to the 

“mainstreaming” of distance learning is 
the historic structure of the American 
university itself. The core of the university’s 
activity is grounded in the academic and 
intellectual autonomy of the faculty. In 
research, this drives innovational discovery. 
In the classroom, it can create wonderful 
lectures and lively discussions (but not 
always). In the classroom, the faculty 
member is central. The teacher’s mastery 
of the subject, organization of the material 
and face–to–face engagement with students 
drive the learning enterprise forward.

Distance learning offers challenges 
to this model. The faculty member must 
quickly shift to a new role, coordinating 
learning resources that might include 
compelling video, audio, and graphics as 
well as text. Rather than being a primary 
source of content, the instructor now 
facilitates learning from multi–media 
content. Properly designed and delivered, 
that content can be more consistently 
high–quality and creative than traditional 
classroom lectures.

That instructional evolution, which 
depends on innovative curriculum designers, 
technology support people, online advisors, 
and the like, requires a level of organizational 
integration that universities are only now 
beginning to master. Add to this the fact 
that distance learning programs require 
signifi cant up–front investments which 
university leaders ever–pressed for resources 
are often hesitant to make, and the obstacles 
to distance learning becoming a widespread 
phenomenon in higher education become 
signifi cant.

All too often, universities can succumb 
to the temptation to “ghetto–ize” dis-
tance learning initiatives, confi ning such 
programs to special units. Such strategies 
ill–serve students and keep universities 
pedagogically stunted in the sense that they 
prevent faculty from leveraging some of the 
core teaching and learning opportunities 
emerging from the new technologies.

“Going off to college” once underlined 
the experience as a special one.

The opportunities created by distance 
learning and the technologies which enable 
it are signifi cant but not without challenges. 

Online learning — with its ability to occur 
“anytime, anyplace” — expands access and 
opportunity. However, students may under-
estimate its demands. “Any time, any place” 
may be unmanageable for some. In a curious 
way, it may even cause some to devalue the 
education they’re pursuing. Many students 
move in and out of the online classroom, 
interweaving their academic work with 
the countless business and personal 
transactions that occur during their day. 
“Going off to college” may be a dated idea, 
but it once underlined that the experience 
was a special one. The student could see that 
an entire institution was dedicated to the 
learning project. Visualizing the intellectual 
complexity and institutional commitment 
of a university is harder for the distance 
learning student. There are new, exciting 
efforts emerging that could take distance 
learning to a new level. They should be 
encouraged. Any social phenomenon, 
after reaching a tipping point, may scarcely 
resemble its original appearance in the 
culture. Distance learning’s real impact may 
ultimately be the transformation of higher 
education itself.

Dr. Gerald A. Heeger is president of Whitney 
International University System, a new, for—profi t 
international education initiative. Formerly, he  
served as president of the University of Maryland 
University College.
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By George R. Collins

This year, tens of thousands of students 
will enroll online for the fi rst time. How they 
outfi t themselves for the class will directly 
affect the quality of their learning experience.

Four topics deserve serious consideration: 
connectivity, hardware, computer applica-
tions and the home study area you’ll create. 
A common theme is dependability. Online 
classes can be intense and an unreliable in-
terface can be a serious handicap. 

Connectivity
Some classes require high–speed connec-

tivity, some do not. Even so, while a 56K 
dial–up connection may be acceptable, it is 
seldom desirable. High–speed access is vital 
for complex simulations, voice interactions, 
or multimedia. In fact, televised courses de-
livered over the Internet are now a reality. 
DSL, cable, or satellite Internet providers 
are good, high–speed options.

If you will access your course from a work 
computer, check with corporate IT and the 
school about the protocol for accessing the 
course through a fi rewall. If you want to work 

on the course from different computers, be 
sure to resolve access and workfl ow issues.

Hardware
Your school will provide their minimum 

computer requirements. Generally those 
technical thresholds are fairly low because 
the school’s server is carrying the bulk of 
the processing load. Even so, there are 
considerations on processing power.

First, there’s a common misconception 
that a web page is like a “snapshot” that is 
being downloaded to a computer. On that 
basis, if there’s a delay in seeing the picture, 
then presumably a slow download is to blame. 
In fact, your web page was assembled in the 
“brain” of your computer from a complex 
series of instructions and then displayed on 
your screen. Faster processing means faster 
displays. Those seconds add up.

Second, and especially in science or 
art classes, the student may need to run 
fairly intensive plug–ins or stand–alone 
applications. Voice or video adds to the 
processing load. Make sure your hardware 
is up to it. If you’ll be accessing your course 
from a corporate network, check with the 
system administrator to see if you can make 
the needed installs or modifi cations.

Beyond the computer itself, think 
peripherals.

Monitor. A monitor of suffi cient size, 
clarity, and brightness avoids fatigue and 
will enhance your overall experience. A fl at–
screen monitor saves precious desk space.

Printer. Online courses require a lot of 
reading. Most students like the advantages 
— permanent, portable, tangible — that 
paper offers. While not essential, a 
duplexing laser printer is an asset.

Storage. Multimedia materials that you 
create for a class project require signifi cant 
storage. Even in a text–only class, storage is 
critical. You need to systematically (at least 
weekly) back up your class work. Don’t count 
on the teacher or the school’s IT department 
to preserve your assignments. Note that 
a USB drive (“jump drive”) is merely a 
convenience. Never entrust all of your course 
work to a single — “where’d it go?” — drive.

Computer apps
In almost every instance, the learning 

management software on your school’s 
server will be your link to the online class. 
Ask the school or teacher about other 
software requirements. The most common 
software requirement is for elements 
of Microsoft Offi ce. If you do need to 
purchase software, academic versions are 
available at steep discounts. It’s likely you’ll 
need to install a number of applications or 

plug–ins such as the free readers for Adobe 
Acrobat, Macromedia Flash, or RealPlayer.

While online learning is no riskier than 
other types of online activity, it’s important 
to protect against viruses and spyware. If 
you’ve ever restored an infected computer, 
you know how time — consuming this can be. 
You don’t need the distraction of dealing with 
an incursion during an online course or the 
ignominy of infecting a classmate’s computer.

Studying
You should have a conveniently located 

work area where you can spread out your 
assignments and work at the computer 
undisturbed. Convenience is important 
since you’re likely to access the school’s site 
multiple times a day.

You want a good, open work surface, 
reasonable lighting, and a comfortable 
chair. In the occasional class that includes 
individual videoconferencing, your lighting 
and background may be issues to consider.

In truth, you don’t need all the latest 
gadgets in order to be a successful online 
student. Technology enables distance 
learning. Good technology enhances it. 
The biggest factors for success — curiosity, 
self–discipline, communication — don’t 
come from a computer store.

George R. Collins has a background in educational 
publishing, distance learning and contributes to special 
projects for the USDLA.

Equipping your 
Electronic Cottage 1. Is the offering institution 

regionally accredited? 
Unlike other parts of the 

world, regional accredita-
tion is the highest form of 
institutional accreditation in 
the U.S. It provides a type of 
quality assurance necessary 
for most tuition assistance 
programs, the transferabil-
ity of credits earned, and the 
ultimate recognition of any 
degree awarded. Go to www.
ed.gov/admins/finaid/accred-
itation_pg7.html for informa-
tion regarding accreditation.

2. What is the success rate 
for students who enter the 
program? 

Do students who enroll 
fi nish? High drop out rates often 
indicate a poorly designed, or 
delivered, program. 

3. Will the offering 
institution allow you to 
sample a course, before 
making a fi nancial 
commitment? 

While a growing number of 
students around the world are 

pursuing entire degree programs 
online, the experience is not for 
everyone. See if it is right for you 
before making a fi nal decision. 

4. What support services 
exist to help ensure your 
success? Can you register 
and order books online?  
Access tutors or advisors? 

The uniform accreditation 
standards for distance education 
programs, as adopted by the 
six regional U.S. accrediting 
bodies, require that those 
student services typically found 
on a campus also be available 
online. This includes library 
access, fi nancial aid counseling, 
registration services, etc.

5. Can you truly study 
“anytime” and “anyplace” to 
complete the program being 
considered? 

Most distance programs 
allow for asynchronous study 
(student and faculty interact 
through online posting at 
different times) but some may 
require all students in a course 
to be online at the same time. 

Some institutions also require 
that some time be spent on 
campus. Such expectations should 
be understood upfront. 

6. Will the institution that 
you are considering provide 
you with contact information 
of graduates? 

While a positive testimonial 
is not a guarantee, even a short 
conversation may provide 
valuable insight into the quality 
of the program. 

7. What about the faculty? 
While a concern for faculty 

mix is not unique to online learn-
ing, it can help in your evaluation 
of “fi t.” Adult students typically 
report that they are most satis-
fi ed with programs, regardless of 
discipline, which feature a blend 
of academics, who can provide a 
theoretical foundation, and prac-
titioners, who can speak to their 
application. 

8. What fi nancial aid options 
are available?  

Reputable distance education 
providers typically offer a variety 

of fi nancial aid programs, as 
well as qualifying for employer 
— provided tuition assistance. If 
your program does not qualify 
for Title IV Financial Aid 
Programs, fi nd out why. 

9. How long has the 
institution been offering 
education at a distance? 

While historic performance 
is not a guarantee of future 
quality or success, it is a factor 
to be considered. 

10. What is the reputation 
of the offering institution? Is 
the college/university widely 
known? 

Unfortunately, there are 
many bogus “institutions”, 
which advertise online and 
in print, with names that are 
similar to those of legitimate 
colleges and universities. Such 
operations are not accredited, 
though they may claim other-
wise. Do your homework.

John F. Ebersole is the president of 
Excelsior College.
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By Russ Colbert

In a world driven by technology, people are perpetually in motion 
and virtually always connected. With ready access to cell phones, 
instant messaging, e–mail, On–Star®, Blackberry®, Bluetooth® 
and other mobile technologies, people can accomplish just about 
anything on–the–go. These technologies have transformed our 
learning institutions.

Technology is especially potent for students in the 21st century. 
Students now have the ability to effortlessly multi–task: listening to 
music while writing a report, soliciting help from friends through 
instant–messaging as they do homework, and using multiple, 
portable media devices simultaneously. This ability distinguishes 
them from any previous generation. 

“Millennial” is the term most commonly used to describe 
students of this generation. According to a recent report from The 
Pew Internet & American Life Project, nine out of ten American 
teenagers are profi cient Internet users with more than half using 
broadband connections on a regular basis.

Importantly, this passion for technology has raised student 
expectations of a learning experience. Schools and educators 
fi nd increasingly that they must create non–traditional learning 
environments. Typically, they design an offering that combines 
traditional classroom tactics with technologies 

These learning environments meet the needs of millennial 
students by providing an anytime, anywhere experience that is self–
paced, multi–dimensional, interactive and engaging.

The Bigger Picture
The No Child Left Behind Act , enacted in 2002, set requirements 

that affected every public school in America. At its core are measures 

designed to close achievement gaps between student groups. Its 
primary goal, improving student academic achievement using 
technology, requires that every child be technologically literate by 
eighth grade. 

A recent study from The UCEA Center for the Advanced Study 
of Technology Leadership in Education compares virtual learning 
with traditional classroom tactics. It showed that virtual students 
outperformed students in traditional classes and acknowledged 
distance learning’s importance to enhancing academic achievement.

However, funding the cost of these various technologies has 
been a common obstacle for many schools. Unable to leverage 
virtual learning opportunities, they struggle to meet government 
requirements and student needs.

Educational Equity: Overcoming Barriers of Accessibility
Legislation alone cannot provide equal access to educational 

resources and curricular programs. Challenges such as geography 
and fi nancial support make it diffi cult to level the playing fi eld. 

According to the United States General Accounting Offi ce, half of 
the 80,000 public elementary and secondary schools in the nation are 
located in rural geographies and small towns. For example, California’s 
Imperial County is the textbook defi nition of rural, covering 4,597 
miles and bordering Mexico and Arizona. 36,000 students live in this 
vast expanse of remote desert, served by 17 school districts and 59 
schools. Clearly, geography puts these students at 

Bringing the World to 
the Classroom
Increasing educational equity and 
resources through distance and 

blended learning

We have clearly reached a turning point. All over this country, we see evidence of a new excitement in education, 

a new determination, a hunger for change. The technology that has so dramatically changed the world outside 

our schools is now changing the learning and teaching environment within them. Sometimes this is driven by the 

students themselves, born and comfortable in the age of the Internet.                        
– National Educational Technology Plan, 2004
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By Michael Baker

Henry Ford’s impact reached far beyond 
the automotive industry when he began mass 
producing Model Ts in the early 1900s. Ford’s 
affordable cars paved the way for roads that 
today connect us to work, friends, family, and 
all points in between. Similarly, the printing 
press transformed society in unexpected ways. 
Widespread book and pamphlet distribution 
galvanized citizens to overthrow repressive 
governments and enabled new ideas to take hold 
at lightning speeds. Importantly, making books 
available to the masses dramatically redefi ned 
formal education.

There is a similar revolution underway that 
is changing how we communicate. Digital video 
is impacting nearly every intersection of society 
because it provides communications quickly, 
clearly, and with unparalleled vibrancy and 
emotion. 

VBrick Systems, Polycom, Cisco Systems, 
and other vendors use Internet Protocol (IP) technology to provide 
dynamic visual communication via the Internet and corporate 
networks. Today’s reliable network “highways” support IP video, 
audio, and data “traffi c” seamlessly and economically. These factors 
are creating a market for on–demand rich media content that will 
more than double from $410 million in 2005 to $970 million in 2007, 
according to industry analyst fi rm Wainhouse Research. 

CNN and other news websites are expanding their online video 
segments to address consumers’ demand for world events as they 
happen. Businesses increasingly use webcasts and podcasts to drive 
sales with targeted messages. Internally, organizations are streaming 
timely information to employee desktops across the globe. In 
traditional K–12 and higher education environments, digital video 
is dramatically expanding classroom horizons. 

Empowering Students for Success 
How do you teach effectively when each person’s learning style is 

as unique as a fi ngerprint? The answer to that question has changed 
dramatically since the one–size–fi ts–all teaching philosophy of the 
one–room schoolhouse era. 

The Edina Public School District near Minneapolis illustrates 
how IP video integrates tightly with education initiatives and district 
operations to support its more than 7,500 students. Edina provides 
classrooms with on–demand access to its centralized video library, 
streams live events and cable television, and distributes morning 
announcements and additional programming that students and 
teachers develop. 

“We are committed to embracing technologies that prepare 
our children to succeed by promoting learning, enhancing 
communication, and inspiring creativity,” said Dr. Michael Burke, 
director of District Media and Technology Services at the Edina 
Public School District near Minneapolis. “Our technology provides 
additional tools to support varied learning styles and to enhance 
student achievement.”

Bolstering Online Learning Capabilities
Schools are adapting to support distance learning demand. In 

higher education, 90% of four–year public institutions and more 
than 50% of four–year private institutions offer online education, 
while approximately 25% of K–12 public schools offer e–learning, 
according to the United States Department of Education. 

Great Plains Cultivates Online Learning 
Oklahoma State University in Stillwater is using robust IP 

video and multimedia to simplify access to information and foster 
collaboration for the classroom, research initiatives, and campus 
life. “As we prepare for new challenges and opportunities, we 
are committed to adopting new technologies that simplify and 
expand our ability to educate and support our community,” said 
Dr. Marlene Strathe, provost and senior vice president, Academic 
Affairs, Oklahoma State University (OSU). 

OSU professors gain powerful teaching tools by showing video 

Moving Pictures are on the Move
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By Russ Colbert

In a world driven by technology, people are perpetually in motion 
and virtually always connected. With ready access to cell phones, 
instant messaging, e–mail, On–Star®, Blackberry®, Bluetooth® 
and other mobile technologies, people can accomplish just about 
anything on–the–go. These technologies have transformed our 
learning institutions.

Technology is especially potent for students in the 21st century. 
Students now have the ability to effortlessly multi–task: listening to 
music while writing a report, soliciting help from friends through 
instant–messaging as they do homework, and using multiple, 
portable media devices simultaneously. This ability distinguishes 
them from any previous generation. 

“Millennial” is the term most commonly used to describe 
students of this generation. According to a recent report from The 
Pew Internet & American Life Project, nine out of ten American 
teenagers are profi cient Internet users with more than half using 
broadband connections on a regular basis.

Importantly, this passion for technology has raised student 
expectations of a learning experience. Schools and educators 
fi nd increasingly that they must create non–traditional learning 
environments. Typically, they design an offering that combines 
traditional classroom tactics with technologies 

These learning environments meet the needs of millennial 
students by providing an anytime, anywhere experience that is self–
paced, multi–dimensional, interactive and engaging.

The Bigger Picture
The No Child Left Behind Act , enacted in 2002, set requirements 

that affected every public school in America. At its core are measures 

designed to close achievement gaps between student groups. Its 
primary goal, improving student academic achievement using 
technology, requires that every child be technologically literate by 
eighth grade. 

A recent study from The UCEA Center for the Advanced Study 
of Technology Leadership in Education compares virtual learning 
with traditional classroom tactics. It showed that virtual students 
outperformed students in traditional classes and acknowledged 
distance learning’s importance to enhancing academic achievement.

However, funding the cost of these various technologies has 
been a common obstacle for many schools. Unable to leverage 
virtual learning opportunities, they struggle to meet government 
requirements and student needs.

Educational Equity: Overcoming Barriers of Accessibility
Legislation alone cannot provide equal access to educational 

resources and curricular programs. Challenges such as geography 
and fi nancial support make it diffi cult to level the playing fi eld. 

According to the United States General Accounting Offi ce, half of 
the 80,000 public elementary and secondary schools in the nation are 
located in rural geographies and small towns. For example, California’s 
Imperial County is the textbook defi nition of rural, covering 4,597 
miles and bordering Mexico and Arizona. 36,000 students live in this 
vast expanse of remote desert, served by 17 school districts and 59 
schools. Clearly, geography puts these students at 

Bringing the World to 
the Classroom
Increasing educational equity and 
resources through distance and 

blended learning

We have clearly reached a turning point. All over this country, we see evidence of a new excitement in education, 

a new determination, a hunger for change. The technology that has so dramatically changed the world outside 

our schools is now changing the learning and teaching environment within them. Sometimes this is driven by the 

students themselves, born and comfortable in the age of the Internet.                        
– National Educational Technology Plan, 2004
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By Michael Baker

Henry Ford’s impact reached far beyond 
the automotive industry when he began mass 
producing Model Ts in the early 1900s. Ford’s 
affordable cars paved the way for roads that 
today connect us to work, friends, family, and 
all points in between. Similarly, the printing 
press transformed society in unexpected ways. 
Widespread book and pamphlet distribution 
galvanized citizens to overthrow repressive 
governments and enabled new ideas to take hold 
at lightning speeds. Importantly, making books 
available to the masses dramatically redefi ned 
formal education.

There is a similar revolution underway that 
is changing how we communicate. Digital video 
is impacting nearly every intersection of society 
because it provides communications quickly, 
clearly, and with unparalleled vibrancy and 
emotion. 

VBrick Systems, Polycom, Cisco Systems, 
and other vendors use Internet Protocol (IP) technology to provide 
dynamic visual communication via the Internet and corporate 
networks. Today’s reliable network “highways” support IP video, 
audio, and data “traffi c” seamlessly and economically. These factors 
are creating a market for on–demand rich media content that will 
more than double from $410 million in 2005 to $970 million in 2007, 
according to industry analyst fi rm Wainhouse Research. 

CNN and other news websites are expanding their online video 
segments to address consumers’ demand for world events as they 
happen. Businesses increasingly use webcasts and podcasts to drive 
sales with targeted messages. Internally, organizations are streaming 
timely information to employee desktops across the globe. In 
traditional K–12 and higher education environments, digital video 
is dramatically expanding classroom horizons. 

Empowering Students for Success 
How do you teach effectively when each person’s learning style is 

as unique as a fi ngerprint? The answer to that question has changed 
dramatically since the one–size–fi ts–all teaching philosophy of the 
one–room schoolhouse era. 

The Edina Public School District near Minneapolis illustrates 
how IP video integrates tightly with education initiatives and district 
operations to support its more than 7,500 students. Edina provides 
classrooms with on–demand access to its centralized video library, 
streams live events and cable television, and distributes morning 
announcements and additional programming that students and 
teachers develop. 

“We are committed to embracing technologies that prepare 
our children to succeed by promoting learning, enhancing 
communication, and inspiring creativity,” said Dr. Michael Burke, 
director of District Media and Technology Services at the Edina 
Public School District near Minneapolis. “Our technology provides 
additional tools to support varied learning styles and to enhance 
student achievement.”

Bolstering Online Learning Capabilities
Schools are adapting to support distance learning demand. In 

higher education, 90% of four–year public institutions and more 
than 50% of four–year private institutions offer online education, 
while approximately 25% of K–12 public schools offer e–learning, 
according to the United States Department of Education. 

Great Plains Cultivates Online Learning 
Oklahoma State University in Stillwater is using robust IP 

video and multimedia to simplify access to information and foster 
collaboration for the classroom, research initiatives, and campus 
life. “As we prepare for new challenges and opportunities, we 
are committed to adopting new technologies that simplify and 
expand our ability to educate and support our community,” said 
Dr. Marlene Strathe, provost and senior vice president, Academic 
Affairs, Oklahoma State University (OSU). 

OSU professors gain powerful teaching tools by showing video 

Moving Pictures are on the Move
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By George R. Collins

This year, tens of thousands of students 
will enroll online for the fi rst time. How they 
outfi t themselves for the class will directly 
affect the quality of their learning experience.

Four topics deserve serious consideration: 
connectivity, hardware, computer applica-
tions and the home study area you’ll create. 
A common theme is dependability. Online 
classes can be intense and an unreliable in-
terface can be a serious handicap. 

Connectivity
Some classes require high–speed connec-

tivity, some do not. Even so, while a 56K 
dial–up connection may be acceptable, it is 
seldom desirable. High–speed access is vital 
for complex simulations, voice interactions, 
or multimedia. In fact, televised courses de-
livered over the Internet are now a reality. 
DSL, cable, or satellite Internet providers 
are good, high–speed options.

If you will access your course from a work 
computer, check with corporate IT and the 
school about the protocol for accessing the 
course through a fi rewall. If you want to work 

on the course from different computers, be 
sure to resolve access and workfl ow issues.

Hardware
Your school will provide their minimum 

computer requirements. Generally those 
technical thresholds are fairly low because 
the school’s server is carrying the bulk of 
the processing load. Even so, there are 
considerations on processing power.

First, there’s a common misconception 
that a web page is like a “snapshot” that is 
being downloaded to a computer. On that 
basis, if there’s a delay in seeing the picture, 
then presumably a slow download is to blame. 
In fact, your web page was assembled in the 
“brain” of your computer from a complex 
series of instructions and then displayed on 
your screen. Faster processing means faster 
displays. Those seconds add up.

Second, and especially in science or 
art classes, the student may need to run 
fairly intensive plug–ins or stand–alone 
applications. Voice or video adds to the 
processing load. Make sure your hardware 
is up to it. If you’ll be accessing your course 
from a corporate network, check with the 
system administrator to see if you can make 
the needed installs or modifi cations.

Beyond the computer itself, think 
peripherals.

Monitor. A monitor of suffi cient size, 
clarity, and brightness avoids fatigue and 
will enhance your overall experience. A fl at–
screen monitor saves precious desk space.

Printer. Online courses require a lot of 
reading. Most students like the advantages 
— permanent, portable, tangible — that 
paper offers. While not essential, a 
duplexing laser printer is an asset.

Storage. Multimedia materials that you 
create for a class project require signifi cant 
storage. Even in a text–only class, storage is 
critical. You need to systematically (at least 
weekly) back up your class work. Don’t count 
on the teacher or the school’s IT department 
to preserve your assignments. Note that 
a USB drive (“jump drive”) is merely a 
convenience. Never entrust all of your course 
work to a single — “where’d it go?” — drive.

Computer apps
In almost every instance, the learning 

management software on your school’s 
server will be your link to the online class. 
Ask the school or teacher about other 
software requirements. The most common 
software requirement is for elements 
of Microsoft Offi ce. If you do need to 
purchase software, academic versions are 
available at steep discounts. It’s likely you’ll 
need to install a number of applications or 

plug–ins such as the free readers for Adobe 
Acrobat, Macromedia Flash, or RealPlayer.

While online learning is no riskier than 
other types of online activity, it’s important 
to protect against viruses and spyware. If 
you’ve ever restored an infected computer, 
you know how time — consuming this can be. 
You don’t need the distraction of dealing with 
an incursion during an online course or the 
ignominy of infecting a classmate’s computer.

Studying
You should have a conveniently located 

work area where you can spread out your 
assignments and work at the computer 
undisturbed. Convenience is important 
since you’re likely to access the school’s site 
multiple times a day.

You want a good, open work surface, 
reasonable lighting, and a comfortable 
chair. In the occasional class that includes 
individual videoconferencing, your lighting 
and background may be issues to consider.

In truth, you don’t need all the latest 
gadgets in order to be a successful online 
student. Technology enables distance 
learning. Good technology enhances it. 
The biggest factors for success — curiosity, 
self–discipline, communication — don’t 
come from a computer store.

George R. Collins has a background in educational 
publishing, distance learning and contributes to special 
projects for the USDLA.

Equipping your 
Electronic Cottage 1. Is the offering institution 

regionally accredited? 
Unlike other parts of the 

world, regional accredita-
tion is the highest form of 
institutional accreditation in 
the U.S. It provides a type of 
quality assurance necessary 
for most tuition assistance 
programs, the transferabil-
ity of credits earned, and the 
ultimate recognition of any 
degree awarded. Go to www.
ed.gov/admins/finaid/accred-
itation_pg7.html for informa-
tion regarding accreditation.

2. What is the success rate 
for students who enter the 
program? 

Do students who enroll 
fi nish? High drop out rates often 
indicate a poorly designed, or 
delivered, program. 

3. Will the offering 
institution allow you to 
sample a course, before 
making a fi nancial 
commitment? 

While a growing number of 
students around the world are 

pursuing entire degree programs 
online, the experience is not for 
everyone. See if it is right for you 
before making a fi nal decision. 

4. What support services 
exist to help ensure your 
success? Can you register 
and order books online?  
Access tutors or advisors? 

The uniform accreditation 
standards for distance education 
programs, as adopted by the 
six regional U.S. accrediting 
bodies, require that those 
student services typically found 
on a campus also be available 
online. This includes library 
access, fi nancial aid counseling, 
registration services, etc.

5. Can you truly study 
“anytime” and “anyplace” to 
complete the program being 
considered? 

Most distance programs 
allow for asynchronous study 
(student and faculty interact 
through online posting at 
different times) but some may 
require all students in a course 
to be online at the same time. 

Some institutions also require 
that some time be spent on 
campus. Such expectations should 
be understood upfront. 

6. Will the institution that 
you are considering provide 
you with contact information 
of graduates? 

While a positive testimonial 
is not a guarantee, even a short 
conversation may provide 
valuable insight into the quality 
of the program. 

7. What about the faculty? 
While a concern for faculty 

mix is not unique to online learn-
ing, it can help in your evaluation 
of “fi t.” Adult students typically 
report that they are most satis-
fi ed with programs, regardless of 
discipline, which feature a blend 
of academics, who can provide a 
theoretical foundation, and prac-
titioners, who can speak to their 
application. 

8. What fi nancial aid options 
are available?  

Reputable distance education 
providers typically offer a variety 

of fi nancial aid programs, as 
well as qualifying for employer 
— provided tuition assistance. If 
your program does not qualify 
for Title IV Financial Aid 
Programs, fi nd out why. 

9. How long has the 
institution been offering 
education at a distance? 

While historic performance 
is not a guarantee of future 
quality or success, it is a factor 
to be considered. 

10. What is the reputation 
of the offering institution? Is 
the college/university widely 
known? 

Unfortunately, there are 
many bogus “institutions”, 
which advertise online and 
in print, with names that are 
similar to those of legitimate 
colleges and universities. Such 
operations are not accredited, 
though they may claim other-
wise. Do your homework.

John F. Ebersole is the president of 
Excelsior College.
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Preparing for online learning

Giving Distance Learning the Third Degree



By Andrew Gansler

Online courses can be a terrifi c way to 
both pick up the education you need and 
still be able to work, parent, or juggle the 
many commitments that defi ne most adult 
lives. But is it right for you?

One way to fi nd out is to think through 
some of the issues you may confront as an 
online student. eLearners.com®, a leading 
resource for connecting students with online 
education, has studied the characteristics 
that defi ne successful online learners.

• How important is face–to–face 
interaction with your teacher and classmates? 
Some students fi nd that they learn better in 
the social dynamic of a physical classroom, 
and for them, a campus–based course 
is a wiser choice. Many others, however, 
fi nd that they are comfortable learning 
independently, or enjoy the genuine, though 
virtual, camaraderie that develops among 
online students. These are the students who 
thrive while learning online

• How good are your computer skills? 
The best–case is that you’re comfortable 
using word–processing software and the 
major Internet browsers, and you easily 
share information electronically. This will 
often include zipping and uploading fi les, 
unzipping and downloading fi les, and 
dealing with attachments. Although many 
online students are able to fi x technology 
issues on their own, most online providers 
assume students may need a bit of coaching 
when learning new computer skills. The key 
for students is to not become frustrated by 
occasional technology glitches or challenges.

• How willing are you to ask for help 
when you need it? In a classroom–based 
course, your instructor can usually recognize 

when students understand a lesson by 
simply reading their facial expressions. In 
an online course, it’s necessary for you to 
let your teacher know immediately when 
something is confusing or needs further 
clarifi cation — otherwise you can quickly 
lose your forward progress. It’s important 
that you’re able to ask for the help you 
need, as soon as you need it.

• How much time can you devote to 
your course work? Most online students fi nd 
that committing at least twelve hours a week 
to course work and study time works best. 
Although some online learners can succeed 
with an average of eight to ten hours a week, 
these are usually individuals who have 
taken a number of online courses and have 
learned how to maximize the effectiveness 
of every hour spent 

• How good are you at organizing and 
managing your time? Online learning works 
best for those who are well–organized, self–
motivated, and able to manage their time 
well. If these skills don’t come naturally 
to you, you can still succeed as an online 
student, but you might want to pick up a 
few books on how to improve these skill 
areas as part of your learning plan.

• How do you handle project deadlines? 
Part of managing your time well is 
developing and following an action plan for 
completing your assignments. You’ll need 
to set a realistic timeline that refl ects both 
the amount of work to be done and the 
time you have available to complete it. Most 
of us procrastinate some of the time; the 
important thing is that “deadline pressure” 
isn’t your primary means for completing 
assignments on a regular basis.

• Do you enjoy (and are you good at) 
reading and writing? Online courses are 

based on students’ ability to read, refl ect, 
analyze, and write. Assignments will include 
writing about course lectures, assigned articles 
and research materials. You’ll be asked to 
provide written comments about classmates’ 
comments and contributions. Test questions 
will often require essay–length answers. In 
addition, you’ll have online “conversations” 
with your teacher, your classmates, and 
your virtual project team members. Since 
generally all communication is written, the 
stronger your skills in this area, the better off 
you’ll be.

Is Online Learning Right for You?
Certain personal traits predict success online

cal emphasis on carefully constructed “les-
sons,” organized to guide the student as 
he or she confronted the material at some 
geographical distance from the teacher. 

While, more often than not, the student 
may be studying in the private quiet of a 
residence, that does not mean the student is 
isolated. Current distance learning students 
frequently speak of the strong relationships 
which develop within their “cohorts,” “study 
groups,” and “learning communities.”

Added to this is the computer’s simple 
ubiquity in our personal and professional 
lives. Once a “geekish” accessory, today’s 
typical American has countless daily 
interactions with a computer. 

Isolation ends, interaction begins.
In the early days of distance learning, 

it was truly about distance. College and 
university campuses were scattered and often 
isolated from major population centers. 
Whole sections of states were days removed 
from higher education opportunities in 
terms of travel time. Today, the number and 
distribution of education institutions have 
surged and remarkably few people are truly 
isolated from a campus, branch campus or 
instructional site of a college or university. 
Nonetheless, distance learning thrives. 

Perhaps the name itself is inaccurate 
today and “accessible learning” would better 
describe it. In truth, the issue it confronts 
is not simply distance but the increasing 
complexity and compression of modern life 
itself. The two–income family, the demands 
of over–scheduled childhoods, long hours 
at work, the lengthening commute — all 
contribute to the struggle of Americans to 
“fi t everything in.” At the same moment, 
the disappearance of jobs and careers which 
require only a high school education, the 
wage stagnation of the lower middle class, 
the demand for ever more complex skill–
sets, and the demand for more and more 
credentials to compete in the job market 
make a college education a basic necessity 
for achieving and maintaining a middle–
class life style. The threat is no longer 
geographical isolation; it is exclusion from 
the security of the middle class.

Government awakens to the promise of 
distance learning.

Neither technology nor the social and 
economic needs of the new learner would 
be suffi cient to “tip” distance learning into 
the mainstream by themselves, however. 
Organizations historically lag behind 
the needs of the individuals for whom 

they are designed. Government policies 
historically lag behind the needs of the 
citizens they seek to serve. Universities 
and the educational policies of the federal 
and state governments are no exception. 
Gradually, painfully, both are changing, 
and the changes will expand further the 
promise and potential of distance learning. 
States, especially, continue to wrestle with 
how involved they should be in regulating 
higher education institutions which their 
citizens “attend” via distance learning. If 
the institution has no physical presence in 
their state, what is the state’s appropriate 
regulatory role? Currently, there are as 
many answers as there are states.

A challenge to America’s universities.
The greatest challenge to the 

“mainstreaming” of distance learning is 
the historic structure of the American 
university itself. The core of the university’s 
activity is grounded in the academic and 
intellectual autonomy of the faculty. In 
research, this drives innovational discovery. 
In the classroom, it can create wonderful 
lectures and lively discussions (but not 
always). In the classroom, the faculty 
member is central. The teacher’s mastery 
of the subject, organization of the material 
and face–to–face engagement with students 
drive the learning enterprise forward.

Distance learning offers challenges 
to this model. The faculty member must 
quickly shift to a new role, coordinating 
learning resources that might include 
compelling video, audio, and graphics as 
well as text. Rather than being a primary 
source of content, the instructor now 
facilitates learning from multi–media 
content. Properly designed and delivered, 
that content can be more consistently 
high–quality and creative than traditional 
classroom lectures.

That instructional evolution, which 
depends on innovative curriculum designers, 
technology support people, online advisors, 
and the like, requires a level of organizational 
integration that universities are only now 
beginning to master. Add to this the fact 
that distance learning programs require 
signifi cant up–front investments which 
university leaders ever–pressed for resources 
are often hesitant to make, and the obstacles 
to distance learning becoming a widespread 
phenomenon in higher education become 
signifi cant.

All too often, universities can succumb 
to the temptation to “ghetto–ize” dis-
tance learning initiatives, confi ning such 
programs to special units. Such strategies 
ill–serve students and keep universities 
pedagogically stunted in the sense that they 
prevent faculty from leveraging some of the 
core teaching and learning opportunities 
emerging from the new technologies.

“Going off to college” once underlined 
the experience as a special one.

The opportunities created by distance 
learning and the technologies which enable 
it are signifi cant but not without challenges. 

Online learning — with its ability to occur 
“anytime, anyplace” — expands access and 
opportunity. However, students may under-
estimate its demands. “Any time, any place” 
may be unmanageable for some. In a curious 
way, it may even cause some to devalue the 
education they’re pursuing. Many students 
move in and out of the online classroom, 
interweaving their academic work with 
the countless business and personal 
transactions that occur during their day. 
“Going off to college” may be a dated idea, 
but it once underlined that the experience 
was a special one. The student could see that 
an entire institution was dedicated to the 
learning project. Visualizing the intellectual 
complexity and institutional commitment 
of a university is harder for the distance 
learning student. There are new, exciting 
efforts emerging that could take distance 
learning to a new level. They should be 
encouraged. Any social phenomenon, 
after reaching a tipping point, may scarcely 
resemble its original appearance in the 
culture. Distance learning’s real impact may 
ultimately be the transformation of higher 
education itself.

Dr. Gerald A. Heeger is president of Whitney 
International University System, a new, for—profi t 
international education initiative. Formerly, he  
served as president of the University of Maryland 
University College.
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a disadvantage compared to their urban 
and suburban counterparts. 

The Imperial County Offi ce of 
Education (ICOE) decided to deploy 
video conferencing to deliver world–class 
education and professional development 
opportunities to its students and faculty. 
They knew video conferencing could 
bridge geographic gaps for students 
and make professional education for 
teachers — a requirement for instructor 
recertifi cation — more attainable. 

Through government grants and a 
number of community partnerships, the 
ICOE was able to put the infrastructure 
and equipment to work. 

High school students recently 
completed a unit on the Holocaust 
that included a virtual fi eld trip to The 
Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles. 
They connected live with a survivor 
of the Holocaust — an experience not 
possible with a textbook. 

A French club connected students 
through video to the French Language 
Institute in Paris. After 12 weeks, the 
students received one unit’s credit in 
conversational French.

The administration and faculty in 
Imperial County have saved substantial 
travel time and money on meetings, guest lecturers and professional 
development programs. On one statewide superintendents meeting 
alone, the ICOE conservatively estimates the savings in travel and 

time away from work to be $18,000. 
In the Midwest, Cooperating School Districts (CSD) of Greater 

St. Louis caters to 61 public school districts and more than 300,000 
students in the metropolitan area. 

Through CSD’s video communications network, students in rural 
Missouri can enroll in classes at community colleges hundreds of miles 
away, putting them on equal footing with their peers when they enter 
college. Inner–city kids learn from experts as far away as Switzerland 
and visit cultural institutions throughout the United States.

Video collaboration is crucial to equalizing educational 
opportunities. For example, a typical class to prepare students for 
the ACT standardized college entrance exam costs $700 per student, 
prohibitively expensive for many inner–city and rural families. By 
delivering the class over video, and spreading the cost between 61 
cooperating school districts, CSD has reduced the cost to just $125 
per student.

Examples like these make it clear that access to content is 
imperative to leveraging the distance and blended learning 
experience for students. Content is accessible and there are 
organizations in place to help schools fi nd it. 

The Berrien County Intermediate School District in Michigan 
recently partnered with Polycom to offer educators worldwide a free 
searchable database to tap into educational content for distance 
learning. With access to more than 1,500 content providers, the 
database is updated daily with opportunities from organizations 
including Global Nomads Group, the Museum of Television 
and Radio, Cleveland Institute of Music, COSI – Columbus, COSI 
– Toledo, Globe Theater, Manhattan School of Music, and the 
Smithsonian American Art Museum. 

Tight fi nancial constraints are the norm for many school districts. 
However, schools have access to grants available for investment in 
technology in education. Programs like Polycom’s Grant Assistance 
Program (PGAP), offer a free service to assist schools in fi nding 
and applying for grants, as well as free membership in distance 
learning associations throughout the world. Taking advantage of 
grant monies available for technology is the fi rst step schools can 
take for future success. 

Russ Colbert is an active Board Member of USDLA with responsibility for the Global 
Affi liate Chapters Program and Global Education Market Director for Polycom Inc., 
a worldwide leader in unifi ed collaborative communications (UCC).

is making college–preparatory courses 
available to students in high schools which 
couldn’t otherwise offer them. 

• American high school and college 
students are signing up for online tutorials 
in mathematics and science being offered 
by an educational service that draws on 
academics thousands of miles away in 
India.

• The Washington Post reported in May 
that “Online degree programs take off in 
the United States” with expectations of 
1.775 million college and university students 
enrolled in online programs by 2007.

“Tipping points,” “silver bullets,” and 
“paradigm shifts” are all fascinating to cul-
tural observers. In an era marked by rapidly 
escalating education costs and increasing 
social complexity, it isn’t surprising that 
“distance learning” would become a perva-
sive topic of our time.

The origin of distance learning in the 
U.S. dates to 1881.

The topic is actually not a new one. 
According to Michael Grahame Moore 
of The Pennsylvania State University, the 
origin of distance learning in the United 
States is generally traced to the founding 
of the Chautauqua Correspondence 
College in 1881. It entered our university 
system through the establishment of an 

“extension” division in the then new 
University of Chicago in 1892. Home 
study schools, the military’s interest in 
correspondence education, and the “new” 
technologies of radio and television fueled 
the phenomenon through the larger part of 
the twentieth century.

Yet, for all of that history, distance 
learning never appeared to achieve much 
traction in the United States despite a 
majority of public universities, especially, 

offering such programs. With the exception 
of the for–profi t University of Phoenix, 
all of the “mega–universities” delivering 
education via technologies such as television, 
satellite, and the Internet are elsewhere — in 
China, India, Indonesia, Turkey, and the 
United Kingdom, to name but a few. Here, 
distance learning was marginalized.

Societal complexity, technological 
simplicity.

What has changed to make distance 
learning so relevant now? The technology 
has changed. Society has become more 
complex. Government policy is beginning 
to allow more innovation in the process. 
Growing consumer demand for education 
alternatives that can adapt to the pace 
of contemporary life are bending higher 
education institutions.

Technology has always driven change 
in distance learning. If “distance learning” 
is broadly defi ned as a process in which 
teaching transcends geography, it stands to 
reason that the medium by which content is 
communicated to the student would shape 
the organization of the content and defi ne 
the interactions with the student. 

 As Moore notes, every modality of com-
munication used–mail, radio, television, news-
paper, audio conferencing, satellite videocon-
ferencing, e–mail, and today’s web–based 
systems — has shared a common pedagogi-
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and interaction than is usually found on campus. In particular, 
professors report that it is more work to teach online, because they 
have more interaction with students (via e–mail and phone). 

Myth 3 – Distance learning works well for some subjects/
degrees but not for others.

Reality: This may still be true in limited areas, like laboratory 
science or engineering which 
require expensive equipment, but as 
technology advances it is less and less 
true.

In fact, much of the science 
and engineering being done in the 
world is now done via computer 
simulations, often among workers 
at a distance, so increasingly online 
learning resembles the workplace 
more than classroom learning. 
There are now high quality distance 
—  delivered programs in most areas, 
including teacher education (Western 
Governors University/WGU), nursing 
(Excelsior), and even Ph.D. programs 
(Capella). 

Myth 4 – Distance learning 
works well only for certain types 
of students.

Reality: Distance learning today 
includes every imaginable kind 
of student. It cuts across all age 
groups, ethnicities, degree levels, 
and geographies. It’s providing 

unprecedented access to education by allowing students to learn at 
places and times convenient to them. It provides huge advantages 
for working adults who can’t fi t traditional classroom schedules 
into work and family life. It has signifi cant advantages for minority 
students because computers don’t discriminate, and students engage 
more with ideas than with personal characteristics. Students who 
may be very quiet in a classroom may be very participatory online 
given the time to thoughtfully respond to questions.

Education is no longer a one–time event from ages 18–24 which 
serves us the rest of our lives.

We are becoming a nation of lifelong learners to remain 
competitive in the workplace and in the world. Distance learning 
is key to lifelong learning. Today, there are perhaps one million 
courses available online. More important, a great deal of the world’s 
knowledge is available only to those who know how to fi nd it online 
and to discriminate factual information from opinion. This skill, 
learning to learn online, will be a key life skill in the future. 

Myth 5 – Employers don’t value online degrees or courses as 
highly as classroom instruction.

Reality: While some employers still discount the value of online 
learning, this is rapidly changing as more and more corporations 
turn to online learning for their own internal training. Research 
from Eduventures shows that 62% of employers believe online 
learning is equal to or better than classroom–based learning. Many 
employers have come to value the traits exhibited by holders of 
distance degrees: maturity, initiative, self — discipline and strong 
goal orientation. Generally, corporate tuition reimbursement 
programs treat all accredited programs equally, whether distance 
— delivered or not. 

Myth 6 – It is diffi cult to measure learning at a distance, 
because you can’t be sure how much time people are 
spending or who is really doing the work. 

Reality: Our traditional classroom system is based on having 
students spend a certain amount of time in the classroom. Measures 
of learning are credit hours or clock hours.

As a result, we tend to feel like we have lost something if we can’t 
measure the time students are investing in their course work. The 
truth is that even in traditional education, attendance is often not 
taken and students may or may not be in class. Ultimately, if they pass 
the test we assume they put in the time. Distance learning mirrors that 
system, awarding credit hours when students complete the assigned 
work, and generally not trying to measure time.

Cheating is a signifi cant problem on campuses today, and cer-
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tainly is a challenge for distance learning. There are different ap-
proaches to resolving it. At WGU, students are required to take 
exams in secure, proctored testing centers. All writing assignments 
are checked for plagiarism. Many students have an oral defense (via 
telephone) of their capstone project. Ideally, distance learning will 
help move all of higher education to better measures of learning 
— what students know and can do — rather than focusing on mea-
suring time. 

Myth 7 – Distance learning is a quick and easy way to get a 
degree.

Reality: A  few unscrupulous “diploma mills” have damaged 
distance learning’s reputation. These programs were never accredited, 
and do not refl ect the generally high quality of distance learning 
degrees. Students may be able to earn a degree more quickly in some 
distance learning programs, not because less work is required, but 
because they are able to move at their own pace. Generally, though, 
the evidence is that students take longer, read more, write more and 
do more research than a classroom student (they obviously sit in a 
classroom for less time, leaving more time for these other activities).

Myth 8 – Online learning diminishes the teacher’s 
importance.
Reality: As mentioned 
above, much of today’s 
distance learning is sim-
ply delivering classroom 
instruction via technol-
ogy. In such cases, the 
faculty role doesn’t 
change much, except 
that faculty report it 
is even more work to 
teach online because 
students expect more 
responsiveness and in-
teraction via e–mail. 
In redesigned distance 
learning that takes ad-
vantage of the technol-
ogy, the faculty role is 
generally different, but 
often enhanced and 
even more important. 
Online learning can 
free faculty to do what 
is uniquely human 
— rather than deliver 
all of the instruction, 
faculty can have more 
time to interact person-
ally with students, to 
mentor, advise, review 
individual work, and 
answer questions. 

Myth 9 – Distance 
learning is less 
expensive to provide 
than traditional 
education.
Reality: In most cases, 
distance education costs 
are comparable or slight-
ly more than classroom 
instruction. Institutions 
that have built success-
ful, scalable, high qual-
ity online programs have 
found that the costs of 

faculty, course devel-
opment and mainte-
nance, assessment, 
and especially student 
services and system 
support are signifi -
cant. Additionally, the 
purely online institu-
tions are primarily 
for–profi t and self–
sustaining on tuition, 
whereas traditional 
public education is 
heavily subsidized by 
state funds. Distance 
programs offered by 
public institutions are 
often priced the same as classroom instruction, or even at higher out–
of–state tuition rates. Because of these factors, the cost to the student 
of distance education is often equal to or more than classroom educa-
tion, although the underlying actual costs may be less. 
Certainly technology has the potential to signifi cantly lower the cost of 
higher education as it has improved productivity in so many other seg-
ments of society. The National Center for Academic Transformation 

(www.center.rpi.edu) has 
demonstrated with 30 
different institutions that 
undergraduate courses 
re–designed for technol-
ogy delivery, resulted in 
an average 37% cost re-
duction, with signifi cant 
increases in most cases 
of both student learning 
and retention. 

Myth 10 – Distance 
learning will make 
traditional classroom 
– based education 
obsolete. 
Reality: While distance 
education provides ad-
vantages of access, and 
potentially cost and qual-
ity advantages, our tradi-
tional education institu-
tions provide important 
functions not replicated 
by distance learning. 
Particularly for young 
adults, our colleges and 
universities provide an 
important socialization 
function, which includes 
residential living, univer-
sity athletics and social 
events. Our universities 
also play an important 
role in research, service, 
and even medical ser-
vices. While distance 
learning is an important 
alternative in higher 
education, it does not 
replace the signifi cant 
contributions of our tra-
ditional institutions.

Dr. Robert Mendenhall is the 
president of Western Governors 
University. 
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By H. Wells Singleton, Ph.D.

It is 6:30 a.m. and three professors board 
a fl ight that will land in Lincoln, Nebraska, 
where they will join counterparts from Gal-
lup University, an arm of the well known 
Gallup Organization.

At about the same time, another team of 
professors is landing in Washington, DC, on 
their way to an all–day meeting with Discov-
ery Education, one of the four divisions of 
Discovery Inc., located in Bethesda, Mary-
land. Later in the day, another team of fi ve 
professors will join a conference call with 
colleagues from two other universities and 
research organizations.

In all three cases, Nova Southeastern 
University (NSU) profes-
sors are linking with col-
leagues from e–learning 
corporations and other 
universities to forge new, 
collaborative relation-
ships. These multidisci-
plinary teams combine 
subject content and 
pedagogy specialists to 
develop customized in-
struction for new student 
populations in new learn-
ing environments. Un-
like the traditional class-
room requirement that 
every student, regardless 
of talent or experience, 
master the same content 
in the same order in a 
single timeframe, the 
new, customized educa-
tion model turns the old 
model upside down. Now 
the needs of the students 
drive the curriculum and 
the instruction.

In the Gallup Orga-
nization example, NSU 
professors and Gallup 
University professors are 
developing a new doctoral 
specialty in education to 
be offered fi rst to Gallup 
employees and later to 
Gallup education clients.

In the Discovery part-
nership, NSU professors 
are working with Discov-
ery professional develop-
ers to produce training 
videos for hundreds of 
teachers who use Dis-
covery video resources 
to develop new lessons 
for K–12 students. In the 
Science collaboration, 
science educators and 

space researchers are developing 
a comprehensive master’s degree 
aimed at space exploration. The 
degree will be offered online, 
worldwide. 

In each of these cases, students 
will have the ability to select from 
online, face–to–face, or a blended delivery 
format. Blended delivery provides a mixture 
of online and face–to–face instruction that 
can be modifi ed to meet student needs. Re-
gardless of format, the focus throughout is 
on introducing new knowledge, or repack-
aging existing knowledge in customized for-
mats that facilitate mastery of the subject.

Although customization in education 
is in its infancy, the day of one size fi ts all 

education is about to disappear. It will be re-
placed by a new delivery system that provides 
customized, instruction for clients who will 
receive learning modules that contain “pack-
ages” or “bundles” on an as–needed basis. 

For their part, professors are seeing a sea 
change in their role. Accustomed to pre-
senting to learners who must attend class 
at a specifi c time and place, the new wave 
of customized instruction will see educators 
serve as powerful facilitators providing in-

dividualized guidance to 
each student. In this new 
role, every instructor will 
be able to view anything, 
anywhere, at any time, on 
any screen.

The old Sunrise Se-
mester education mod-
el–designed to meet the 
needs of the industrial 
economy–is being re-
placed by the networked 
information education 
model. This new model 
provides the highly in-
teractive, on demand in-
formation that takes full 
advantage of the power 
and potential of online, 
customized education.

In the new educa-
tional environment, a 
consumer will be able 
to view almost anything 
pertaining to educa-
tion simply by flipping 
channels on a television 
set. The customized 
approach, moreover, 
creates a new and pow-
erful door for distance 
learning. On one side, 
the public will have free 
access to an extraordi-
nary range of informa-
tion. On the other, 
which will require pay-
ment (or pay per view), 
will be more detailed 
information on the pre-
cise topic the consumer 
was able to sample for 
free and adequate for a 
degree or certificate.

H. Wells Singleton is the dean of
The Fischler School of Education
and Human Services at Nova
Southeastern University.

The Changing Role of 
the Professoriate

By Marci Powell and Wesley Fryer

Distance learning opportunities are 
surprisingly diverse but share a predictable 
common denominator: technology’s trans-
formative power to enable learning interac-
tions that might otherwise be impossible for 
students and teachers alike.

For Dr. Cheri Toledo in the College 
of Education at Illinois State University, 
the opportunity to teach online has been 
personally transformative for over fi ve years. 
This summer, although she lives in Illinois, 
the online learning environment allowed her 
to teach from Louisville, Kentucky, where 
her husband was competing in the United 
States Transplant Games www.kidney.org/
transplantation/athletics), sponsored by the 
National Kidney Foundation. Conducting 
portions of her masters and doctoral level 
courses from Louisville allowed her to 
remain at her husband’s side. Without the 
opportunity to teach online, she would have 
had a diffi cult choice to make.

The transformative power of distance 
learning isn’t limited to higher education. 
It’s increasingly present in elementary and 
high school settings. El Paso, Texas, while 

having large populations on 
both sides of the U.S./Mexico 
border, is still somewhat 
isolated from other cities. 
Interactive videoconferencing 
technologies are bridging 
enormous distances for 
students and teachers in the 
El Paso Independent School 
District. Teachers on over 
eighty campuses are using 
portable videoconference units 
to interact with other students 
and teachers, across town and 
across the continent.

One district has found using 
desktop videoconferencing to 
be transforming in serving 
their home–based students. 
Clint Independent School 
District, outside of El Paso, 
keeps students who otherwise 
could not participate connected 
to their regular classrooms. 
Whether the student is dealing 
with a serious illness or temporary situation, 
parents, students and teachers alike are glad 
to have a way to stay connected. Following a 
car accident, a district in Oklahoma provided 
seamless education without interruption to 
a high school junior in a full body cast. In a 
traditional learning environment, this student 
would have graduated one or two semesters 
behind his normal schedule and classmates.

Distance learning’s cultural footprint 
is expanding. Many museums, zoos, sci-
ence centers, corporations and libraries of-
fer enrichment content programming for 
K–16 learners, allowing them to interact 
with content and content experts outside 
of the traditional learning environment. 
Through online, videoconferencing and vid-
eo streaming technologies students are able 
to connect beyond the walls of a classroom. 
They can visit with a NASA astronaut on 
the International Space Station or dive into 
math in Lake Michigan with a diver from 
the Aquatic Research Interactive. Learners 
can travel virtually anywhere, shifting time 
and place as they wish.

Corporations like Eli Lilly, Coca Cola, and 
Lockheed Martin are providing workplace 
relevance and real–world applications in 
ways not traditionally available. A recent 
example involved middle school students 
in Paris, Texas. They read Flight 93 Is Down. 
Refl ection on the book’s content inspired 
countless questions. The students wanted 
to know how companies react to a fl ight 
disaster and how they use data gathered from 
a crash sight to implement improvements 
and preventive measures. Through a video 
conference connection to Lockheed Martin, 
students were able to explore those questions 
by interacting with research engineers who 
have real experience doing just that.

The likelihood of American students going 
to exotic or distant places like Petra, Rwanda, 
or Mozambique is not high, particularly for 
inner city students. But, through organizations 
like the Global Nomads Group or Empower 
Peace, distance learning technologies are 
allowing students to experience these places. 
Both of these groups have connected U.S. 
classrooms to students and remote locations 
worldwide through two–way interactive 
videoconferencing and video streaming 
technologies. Students in Iraq and Bosnia have 
been amazed at the mutual understanding 
gained by “visiting” with American students. 
Peering down on a great temple in Petra via 
satellite video conferencing technologies 
provided a much richer personal experience 
than one can get from an Indiana Jones movie. 
Students can gain cultural understanding 
from reading a book but not like they do 
when interacting with their peers around the 
world.

While policymakers may put faith in 
curriculum standards and mandated testing 
to improve educational outcomes, it is the 
conversations we have and our students 
have which stand the greatest chance of 
actually changing our perceptions about each 
other, about ourselves, and about the world 
in which we all live. Increasingly, distance 
learning technologies are being used to not 
merely access information and content, 
but to initiate interactive conversations 
that transcend time and space. As high 
speed connections to the Internet grow, the 
potential for these technologies to transform 
21st century teaching will accelerate.

Marci Powell and Wesley Fryer are Directors of 
Education Advocacy for AT&T. Wesley’s blog and 
podcast about educational technology, “Moving 
at the Speed of Creativity,” is available on 
www.speedofcreativity.org.

Transforming Learning 
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and multimedia content at the push of a 
button. Students have on — demand access 
to archived class lectures and supplemental 
information for enhanced course 
understanding. 

“Digital video is playing a key role 
in shifting how students and faculty 
communicate with one another, access 
vital academic resources, and support 
an enriched learning environment,” said 
Marshall Allen, director, The OSU Institute 
for Teaching and Learning Excellence. 

Patient Examination “Instant Replays” 
Improve Medical Student Training 

Medical schools continually update 
their courses to teach the latest medical 
advances for diagnosing illnesses and 
treating patients. Many medical schools are 
also incorporating technology to provide an 
added dimension to traditional classroom 
and training sessions. In Toronto, the 
University Health Network’s Paul B. 
Helliwell Centre for Medical Education 
is expanding traditional classroom and 
standardized (simulated) patient exams 
by enabling students to record, replay, 
and critique these exams using video 
on demand. These new digital video 
applications provide additional methods 
of teaching students important nuances of 
high–quality patient care. 

“Gradcast” Provides Troops Overseas 
with Front-Row Seats at Graduation 

Samuel Clemens High School is 
committed to its students and its community. 
Nearly one – third of the students attending 
the San Antonio — area school are from 
Randolph Air Force Base and Fort Sam 
Houston Army Base. School offi cials 
recorded and posted the graduation video 
online in May — making this important 
student achievement available to friends 
and family across the globe, including 
Afghanistan and Belgium. 

Removing Distance Hurdles from 
Learning 

Today’s wired society enables students 
and teachers to obtain information 
instantly — sidestepping traditional barriers 
of time and distance. As we forge new global 
connections and always — on connectivity, 
digital video will transform how we learn, 
work, and interact. 

Henry Ford’s legacy began with the 
Model T and grew as he applied new 
technology to drive broader innovation. 
Similarly, today’s educators and students 
have the opportunity to use vast access to 
data and global collaboration to redefi ne 
how we approach business, science, 
education and the other critical pillars of 
modern society. 

Michael Baker is the Chair Emeritus, USDLA as well 
as an education and healthcare consultant.

• Do you feel comfortable voicing your 
opinion? While it’s possible to sit in the back 
of a traditional classroom and avoid active 
participation, online instructors expect you 
to contribute meaningful comments to the 
class discussion on a regular basis. Although 
this means that it’s a lot tougher to be 
invisible, many previously passive students 
discover the value of their own voices in the 
“anonymity” of an online classroom.

• What are your expectations about 
online courses? A well–done online course 
can be fun, stimulating, engaging, and a great 
learning experience, but rarely is it going to 
be easier than a classroom — based course. 
While online instructors expect a high level of 
participation and lots of hard work from their 
students, they also tend to reciprocate with 
high levels of responsiveness and engagement.

These questions should serve as a good 
place to start when considering pursuing 
online education. For a more personalized 
assessment, you may want to check out 
the eLearners Advisor (www.elearners.com/
advisor), which will give you comprehensive 
results on whether online learning is right 
for you, including feedback and suggestions 
about how you can be more successful as an 
online student, access to resources to help 
you, and assistance in fi nding an online 
degree that meets your needs.

Andrew Gansler is the CEO of eLearners.com., a 
leading search engine for locating and evaluating online 
courses and degrees.
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Challenging the Myths about Distance Learning
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By Dr. Robert Mendenhall

Myth 1 – Classroom learning is superior 
to distance learning.

Reality: The quality of classroom 
learning is largely unmeasured, unknown, 
and varies widely based on class size and 
professorial skill. Just as there is good and 
bad classroom instruction, there is good and 
bad distance learning. Nevertheless, there is 
a large and growing body of evidence (www.
nosignifi cantdifference.org) that generally 
there is no signifi cant difference between 
classroom instruction and distance 
learning. This isn’t surprising given that 
distance learning at traditional institutions 
often is simply delivering the classroom 
course with the aid of technology — same 
course, same results. 

The real question should not be 
whether distance learning can be as good 

as classroom learning, but rather whether 
technology can provide even higher quality 
instruction. The potential is there, and 
beginning to be realized. Knowing that 
students come to education with different 
levels of knowledge, and learn at different 
rates, technology allows instruction to be 
individualized, provides open entry/exit, 
and adapts to the knowledge and learning 
style of the student. Classroom learning 
often refl ects the opposite of what we 
know about successful learning: it is largely 
passive, linear instruction, which assumes 
all students need to know the same thing, 
that they learn at the same rate, and that 
the ideal unit of instruction is a four–
month semester.

Myth 2 – Distance learning lacks 
important interaction with faculty and 
other students.

Reality:    Again, this depends on 
the course and the provider — many 
undergraduate classroom courses have 
100–300 students in an auditorium and 
provide very little interaction with faculty. 
Even with smaller classes, depending on 
the instructor, much of the instruction 
is lecture — based with limited time for 
questions and limited faculty offi ce hours 
available for student consultation. It is true 
that some distance learning courses are 
structured as independent study without 
faculty or student interaction, but there 
are other distance — delivered courses, 
particularly online, that have a high level of 
interaction built in, including team projects 
(with virtual teams), study groups, instant 
messaging, and threaded discussion groups. 
The evidence is that in well designed online 
learning, there is actually more collaboration 

A Close Look at Distance Learning
By Dr. Gerald A. Heeger 

In the aftermath of Malcolm Gladwell’s best seller, it is 
fashionable to speak of a “tipping point” when describing 
the moment a phenomenon becomes pervasive in a society. 
Americans love “tipping points,” especially if they experience 
the phenomenon just moments ahead of their neighbors and 
friends. By this defi nition, “distance learning” approaches a 
tipping point in America today.

• eArmyU, created in 2004, enables eligible 
members of the armed services 

to work toward college 
degrees and certifi cates 
“anytime, anywhere” at 

28 regionally accredited 
colleges and universities 

offering 145 certifi cate and 
degree programs.

• Last year in Maryland, 
the Board of Regents of the 

University System of Maryland — 
confronted with space limitations 

on campuses — mandated that all 
of its universities should encourage 
students to take at least 12 of their 
credits outside of the classroom, 
preferably online. 

• In Mississippi, an e–
learning center sponsored 
by Delta State University 

Continued on page 5
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